Timely Warning- Sexual Assault

In compliance with the "Timely Warning Notice" provisions of the federal Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act of 1998, the UNH Police Department is providing notice of two reports of a sexual assault by a male subject.

It has been reported to the UNH Police that there is a male UNH student that has been meeting women on social media dating sites (Bumble/Tinder) and bringing them back to his apartment on Madbury Rd and sexually assaulting them. Two separate incidents have been reported that occurred off-campus. The first incident was reported to UNH Police on July 29, 2021 at 1:00pm. This sexual assault occurred on July 21, 2021 at approximately 11:30pm at the suspect’s off campus apartment. The second incident involving the same male was reported to the Durham Police on August 8, 2021 at 12:40am. The sexual assault took place at the suspect’s off campus apartment on August 7, 2021 unknown time. Both incidents are reported to involve the same male subject who is described as 5ft 9in, 185 pounds, brown hair and brown eyes. The alleged suspect has been identified but no arrests have been made. One of the victims is a UNH student, and the UNH and Durham Police Departments continue to investigate these reports.

If you are the victim of a sexual assault you are not responsible for the behavior of the perpetrator and we encourage you to report to the UNH Police (603-862-1212) or Durham Police Department (603-862-2324). Or you can notify the Title IX coordinator or SHARPP (603-862-3494) for support services.

When meeting someone from a dating app for the first time, it is best to do so in a public location.

Alcohol and drugs are often used to perpetrate sexual assault. Be alert to people pressuring others to use alcohol or other drugs. Some sexual offenders target people by using alcohol as a weapon.